
WHY WE SHOULD GO TO COLLEGE

Read these 10 reasons why you should go to college. I met many of my best friends while I was at college, and I even
met my spouse while working a summer .

Certainly, he will need to buy his own fire alarm. A lot more money, actually. Otherwise, you will spend most
of your free time working hard to gain a worthy salary. Looking ahead, he faces a labor market in which he
may need to work harder than his college-bound counterpart for lower pay, with fewer options and slower
advancement. Get Involved If you have an interest in politics, you can get involved in Student Government. In
, the overall unemployment rate dropped to 4 percent â€” but as education levels go up, unemployment rates
go down. Not to mention giving yourself a rudimentary understanding of almost every language in Europe.
That funding will cover not only genuine instructional costs, but also state-of-the-art gyms, psychiatric and
career counseling services, and whatever social programming the student-life bureaucracy can conceive. A
Better Lifestyle Even if your pantry is nothing but ramen as far as your flashlight can reach, rest easy in the
knowledge that - once the money from your Better Paying Job see 1 starts rolling in - it will be nothing but
nouveau Asian fusion cuisine for you. However, you should consider what your parents are telling you. Going
to College Will Provide Valuable Skills: In addition to preparing you for a particular occupation, you can learn
valuable skills that can help you succeed in any career. The reward is a lot of new and very valuable
information. About the author. A relevant degree is your license to a lengthy opinion, and when you're in
college the whole world is your captive audience. If you want to be a journalist, here is the opportunity to get a
head start by working on the school paper. Student Reviews: Know before you go. College Provides the
Opportunity to Begin Building Your Professional Network: Your relationships with fellow students and
college faculty will allow you to lay a foundation for a professional network. Other sporting events were free
for students. You may not have given enough thought to the hard work involved in earning a bachelor's
degree. Join Some Clubs It's good to have hobbies to break up the monotony of study, and college is a
veritable cornucopia of extracurricular special interests. It also takes great discipline to distill months of
knowledge into a single cram weekend, ending in an energy-drink-fueled dissociative fugue of standardized
testing. Meet People I met many of my best friends while I was at college, and I even met my spouse while
working a summer internship for college students. At Ohio State, students living off campus get free fire
alarms. Even moving from a childhood home to a dorm on a local college campus can be a great change of
scenery. The BLS reports a lower unemployment rate among college graduates. Should Everyone Go to
College? These students have similar dreams and wish to end up with the prestigious degree one day. Turning
back to our statistics used to defend the position that young people should go to college, it should be noticed
that there were 9. A lot of high school graduates have never worked, paid a bill, or learned anything about
personal finance. But it's the parallel BS in Archeology that really ties it all together, don't you think? Why not
a class or two? Plus, college graduates have less chance of losing their jobs.


